A community of runners helping runners
Set a goal, chart your progress and get help
along the way! Start at eachcoach.com/goal
coach me if you ran

set a goal

It’s a fact: You’re more likely to stick to your goals if you declare them in public.
a long run of 16
miles.

Christine Audet
10K in 60 minutes!
Ruchi Chawla
Have a long run
outside when the
weather is a bit
warmer!

Nicolas Cole
Create/find a half
marathon training
program to start
at the beginning
of February.
Jessica Faulkner
To run a minimum
of four times
and to take two
classes for crosstraining.
Rob Howell
Jan 27 — Feb 2: 5
runs, 35 miles and

Caitlyn Murchison Qualify for Boston
before I’m actually old enough to :)

Nancy Juric
I would like to run
a 5K in 30 minutes!
Kelli-an Lawrance
This week, my goal
is to stay joyful despite the Winnipeg
weather in Toronto!
No matter how
many layers I must
wear in these crazycold temperatures,
I’ll be smiling under
my balaclava!
Sue Mackey
I’ve been doing
half marathons for
three years and I
want to come in at
2 hours. I need to

chart your progress
Craig Beckim
Week three of
marathon training done, looking
forward to some
increased intensity and distance
in week No. 4.

Elaine Domsy Cousins I’m gradually
increasing my weekly distance overall. It’s
now about 42K. Looking to increase to 48
by the Chilly Half. The ice and snow has
been tough to run on. More like cross training! Good to strengthen ligaments, tendons
etc. in feet and ankles. One set of Yaktrax
worn out! Barrier cream for dog paws works
amazing to protect exposed skin both on my
face and my dog’s feet!

Hannah Kozlowski This week was
personally another battle with
the cold Canadian
winter. I layered
the most I ever
have in my running life and I
went out in the
-29C weather. The
run was worth it,
that’s the great
thing about the
cold; you never
stop moving.
Some of the most
peaceful and productive runs are
run in the winter.

Jordana De Pasquale asks I’ve been increasing my distance by half a
mile every three weeks to reach my goal of 10K by the end of April. I
find it’s been really hard to increase every three weeks because I’d
only start getting used to my new distance then have to increase it
again, not to mention the extra time it added which is a pain when
you are on time limit. How can I continue to increase my distance
without running out of time? Clare Horan replies The general rule
to increasing mileage is to increase your weekly numbers by no
more than 10% at a time. And most training plans incorporate step
back weeks in both distance and intensity every once in a while. So
if I were you, instead of increasing your distance once every three
weeks, break it down into smaller but more frequent increases and
incorporate an “off” week where instead of increasing the numbers reduce them back a small bit to allow your body (and mind) to
recover and regroup! (Also remember most people train to 80% of
their intended target.) So if you don’t hit 10K before the race it is
not a big deal at all!

Joanne Dunn asks What do others do to keep their feet dry when running in winter? I’ve sprayed my shoes with silicone spray but it doesn’t
seem to help. Maureen Peniuk replies For my 10K morning commute today it was -32C / -45 with windchill. Even though I had taped duct tape
inside the toe box of my runners my toes still got a bit cold. Everything
else was fine. So for tomorrow I plan to wear extra protection — but just

Jill Seymour
Training for a half
marathon in May
and trying to get
my endurance
up after having
my first baby in
September 2013.
I have run a personal best 1:26
half marathon
(September 2012)
and want to beat
that this year.
Kenneth Riess
I am going to run
30K this week. My
biggest run week
since breaking my
femur!

Margarita Surikova I want to
incorporate more hills and interval
training in my routine in order to improve my half-marathon PB. I also
plan to explore nearby trails and run
on the beach barefoot at least a few
times a week. Since I just moved to a
new city I will either join an existing
running club or start my own!

Nicholas Violo
I’ll be moving in the
next month and I
know from experience that transitions can be tough
sometimes, so my
goal is to supplant
myself nicely with
my new environment and lifestyle.
I shall join a gym in
the area I will live
in, continue to live
a healthy lifestyle
and most importantly run the Oasis
Zoo Run, Scotiabank Full Marathon
and The Goodlife
Full Marathon for
2014.

Sharing strides toward your goals inspires other runners.

Erane McManus
Short term goal
for the past two
weeks has been
to run 25K per
week. I’ve done
better each time,
so I plan to bump
up to 30K every
week. Part of that
success has been
consistency —
getting out 4-5
times per week,
rather than 3.

sport (that you put
under your pants,
I don’t know what
it’s called in English!) and pants for

outdoor jogging
(good ones, by
North Face), but
my ass still totally
froze!

Nikki Scott
My track workouts are getting
faster, I’d love to
pick up my pace

a bit on my other
runs this week!
Foruzan Velji
I ran last weekend
and it was brutal,

Lauri Green This week is done, including
today’s 26K run along the waterfront.

-25 with the wind
(-14 without), but
I did my first 8K
after more than a
year and I ran at a
great pace given
the snow, ice and
wind, and the lack
of feeling in my
toes. Extremely
pleased with
that — when I ran
my last 2K I could
feel my toes and I
was able to up my
pace. This week,
I’m hoping to run
twice.

Wendy Tokeson
I’ve signed up for
a 14-week half/
full marathon
clinic with The
Running Works
store here in
Guelph. We start
this Thursday,
Jan. 30!

Marilynn Morin
My program is going pretty good!
I haven’t missed
a day of workout
even with the cold
weather! I go outside in a combination for outdoor

get help along the way
Ashley Brown asks How soon is too soon to start
running after the flu? Dr. Darrell Johnson replies
Once you’re not achy anymore and you’re feeling
eager to get back out there. Intense running strains
the immune system, so I would ease in with shorter, less intense runs until you’re feeling healthy
again. In the case of a cold: personally, I would run
through it. Sometimes I’ve even felt better after a
short run because my immune system has been
revved up a bit and my sinuses clear up.

shave 17 min off
my time this year!

Ask us a question; we’ll find you a coach from our community.

over the toes area — so things will not get too tight in my shoes. I have
loosened the laces so there is room for an extra layer. The plus side of
temperatures this cold is that nothing is melting so getting wet is not
an issue. When temperatures are closer to melting I wear a plastic bag
over my sock. You forget you’re even wearing it.

proper fitting footwear — encompassing not only running shoes
but also street shoes. For instance, with a female runner then the
problem could very well be with the high heels she’s wearing during
her work day. Try inserting a soft pad cut to fit the affected area and
reduce pressure on the toes.

Scott Johnson asks Anyone have a list of decent outdoor gear?
I’m tired of the track and treadmill. Angie Gordon replies I went to
Sportchek and bought Yaktrax for $30 for the icy days and slippery
snow. I wear a Helly Hansen base layer for those extreme cold days,
fleece-lined leggings and a shell jacket to block the wind. I used
go to Sportchek or the Running Room, but lately I choose Winners
because I couldn’t believe I got the same base layer there for half
the cost! So I check there more frequently. My hat is simply a toque I
got from General Mills but I was wearing a fleece hat from the dollar
store, same as the mitts.

Julie Ross asks I’d like to run a faster marathon
so I can qualify for Boston. I need to shave 10
minutes off of my time. Perry Curiston replies
The training period is a build up and you need to
get your body used to running at your goal speed.
Once you know what pace you need to run at to
accomplish your goal, you should run once a week
at a pace slightly faster than your goal pace. Start
with 10K runs and gradually build to 18-20K runs
2-3 weeks prior to race day. Your body needs to experience the faster speed and get comfortable with
it.

Lisa Mikolich asks I want to do 4:30 in my fourth Ottawa Marathon in
May 25. How can I train when it’s too dangerous to run in a snow storm
and the arctic air is too cold. I don’t have a treadmill but I do have a
stationary bike at home. Ben Kaplan replies The stationary bike is
awesome. Eventually even this kind of cold has to fade. As long as you
keep active, watch your diet, and get plenty of rest, that marathon finishing time is within reach. Try registering for a 10K in March.
Maureen Peniuk asks The spring marathon training season is just
around the corner. I’ve used the 1 speed-type workout, 1 tempo run
and 1 long run per week as my foundation. But my times are getting
slower and I need to make some changes. I’ll run my 50th marathon
this year and would like to get back under 3:40. Phaedra Kennedy replies If I was in your shoes, I’d give the every other weekend long run a
go. It could be that you need more recovery time so running long every
other week would be good. In place of the long run, I’d do a longer bike
ride. It works similar muscles and keeps the endurance up.
Raymond Prenoveau asks Ran the hypothermic in Ottawa this morning and banged up my toes, couple evil looking blisters, and I seem
to have a recurring problem of bruising my right big toe and both
my second toes are perpetually (for the past two years) black. I’m a
mid-foot striker, I don’t plant my toes first when I run. I tried smaller
and larger shoes, different brands, no difference. Tried lacing my
shoes differently, same result. As I increase my distances, there is
no let up for the toes. Help? Stephen Bogardo replies It seems you
may have a hammertoe problem. And the primary solution lies with

Peter Symons asks I’m about as disappointed in myself as I can be,
I’ve run precisely three times in January and not much more in December, but, I have been going to the gym, at least some. But, I do
have a real question over and above just whining. Is there a temperature below which it’s bad for your lungs to go running? Jeff Cooper
replies I do believe that unless you’re asthmatic the air is warm before it hits your lungs. That said, wearing a balaclava or something
that covers your mouth helps warm up the air you breathe in. Also,
breathing in through your nose and out through your month (proper
form at any time) is also very helpful.
Reiko Tsunoda asks I don’t run outside during winter time. My training on winter is running on treadmill and do some leg work. Is there
any exercise I should do? Nick Violo replies Working your quads,
glutes and hams are so important, so leg curls work very effectively
while leg raises for your glutes will give you the stability and endurance you need as a runner. The stationary bike can be an effective
muscle building and endurance tool for the quads of your legs. Try
the speed training setting on the bikes in the gym. It’ll work. All in
all. Stick with a schedule and change it up here and there to shock
your muscles.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

